The main conference venue Doelenzaal (C0.07) at University Library Singel is in the city center of Amsterdam and there are many cafes and restaurant within a couple of minutes walking distance. Here we list our favourites. Please see the next page for a map.

1. **Kantjil & De Tijger**: €€  
   Spuistraat 291-293, 1012 VS Amsterdam  
   Indonesian restaurant with vegetarian options. Also a great place for dinner if you would like to share a “rijsttafel” (rice table) with your friends.

2. **De Brabantse Aap**: €€  
   Spui 30, 1012 XA Amsterdam  
   Nice soups, sandwiches, and salads with vegetarian options.

3. **Universiteitsbibliotheek Cafeteria**: €  
   This is the cafeteria of the main conference venue, nice option for a quick bite.

4. **Toastable Koningsplein**: €€  
   Singel 441, 1012 WP Amsterdam  
   Famous tosti place with vegan and vegetarian options.

5. **Calf & Bloom**: €€  
   Singel 461, 1012 WP Amsterdam  
   Nice soups, sandwiches, and salads with vegetarian options.

6. **La Place**: €€  
   Kalverstraat 203, 1012 XC Amsterdam  
   Nice soups, sandwiches, and salads with vegetarian and vegan options.

7. **Café Esprit**: €€  
   Spui 10A, 1012 WZ Amsterdam  
   Big cafe with vegan and vegetarian options.

8. **De Laatste Kruimel**: €€  
   Langebrugsteeg 4, 1012 GB Amsterdam  
   Tiny cafe with great baked goods and vegetarian options.

9. **Le Pain Quotidien**: €€  
   Spuistraat 266 hs, 1012 VW Amsterdam  
   Nice soups, sandwiches, and salads with vegetarian and vegan options.

10. **Pancakehouse Upstairs**: €€  
   Grimburgwal 2, 1012 GA Amsterdam  
   Tiny restaurant for great traditional Dutch pancakes with vegetarian options.

11. **Cafe de Jaren**: €€  
   Nieuwe Doelenstraat 20, 1012 CP Amsterdam  
   Big cafe with vegetarian options.

12. **Maoz Vegetarian**: €  
    Muntplein 1, 1017 CK Amsterdam  
    Falafel fast food chain with vegetarian and vegan options.

13. **Pasta Factory**: €€  
    Muntplein 7, 1017 CK Amsterdam  
    Pasta cafe with vegetarian options.

14. **Sla**: €€  
    Utrechtsestraat 10Hs, 1017 VN Amsterdam  
    Organic salad bar with vegan and vegetarian options. They also have great soups.